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Abstract. The observation of GPS slant delays from ground GPS net-7

works can be used to reconstruct spatially resolved humidity fields in the tro-8

posphere by means of tomographic techniques. Tomography is always related9

to the solution of inverse problems which are very sensitive to the quality10

of the input data. Prior to a tomographic reconstruction it is therefore nec-11

essary to quantify the information provided by a given set of GPS slant de-12

lay data. This work describes the properties and the information content of13

more than two million GPS slant delays taken in March 2006 by a contin-14

uously operating German GPS network. The temporal and spatial distribu-15

tion of the slant paths in the atmosphere and their angular distribution in16

the local system of the GPS station is given. These distributions depend on17

the satellite orbits and show some characteristic pattern. The available in-18

formation is estimated by investigating the distribution of intersection points19

between the slant paths. From these data it is possible to identify regions20

which are well covered by GPS slant paths and to evaluate the applicabil-21

ity of the existing German GPS stations for continuous atmosphere sound-22

ing.23
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1. Introduction

Research activities in the field of climate change and atmospheric processes increased in24

the last years. Efforts have been made to get a deeper insight into the basic processes and25

to refine the numerical weather models. An essential condition for a better understanding26

of atmospheric processes is the availability of spatially resolved observations. Especially27

the next generation of high-resolution weather models requires highly resolved input data28

and additional observations for the model validation.29

The upcoming methods of GPS meteorology [Bevis et al., 1992; Businger et al., 1996;30

Ware et al., 1997] are very promising to provide atmospheric humidity information on31

the whole scale from local observations [Gendt et al., 2004] to a global ground and space32

based monitoring [Heise et al., 2006; Wickert et al., 2007, 2009a, b]. Deficiencies in the33

precipitation forecast lead to a special demand for spatially resolved humidity observations34

on the scale of regional numerical weather prediction models. The assimilation of spatially35

resolved humidity fields or the GPS slant delays leads to an improved internal state36

of the weather model which should result in better forecasts [Zus et al., 2008]. Such37

temporally and spatially resolved fields can be obtained from the GPS tomography which38

reconstructs the spatial atmospheric structures from a large number of GPS observations.39

Numerous field campaigns demonstrated the great potential of this method [Seko et al.,40

2000; Ware et al., 2000; Flores et al., 2001; Gradinarsky and Jarlemark , 2004] and a first41

nationwide GPS tomography system has already been established in Switzerland [Troller42

et al., 2006b]. Currently, several national GPS networks reach a receiver density which is43

sufficient for first tomographic studies.44
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The basic GPS quantity required to obtain spatially resolved information about the45

atmosphere is the slant total delay (STD), i. e. the path delay of the GPS signal due to46

the neutral atmosphere. The STD depends on the refractivity N of the atmosphere as47

STD = 10−6

∫

S
N(s)ds , (1)

where S is the curved ray path of the signal through the atmosphere and N(s) is48

the refractivity (N = 106(n − 1); n refractive index of air) along this path [Bevis et al.,49

1992]. The refractivity depends on the pressure, the temperature and the humidity. If it is50

possible to reconstruct the atmospheric refractivity field N from the slant delays one can in51

principle receive information about at least one of these quantities. To obtain the humidity52

information the slant wet delay (SWD) due to the water vapour in the troposphere must53

be separated. This is usually done by estimating the slant hydrostatic delay (SHD), e. g.54

with the Saastamoinen model and assuming SWD = STD−SHD. Refraction of the GPS55

signal in the atmosphere leads to bending angles up to 1◦ at very low elevations and the56

ray path S is in general not a straight line. The GPS radio occultation technique utilises57

the ray bending to derive vertical profiles of several atmospheric quantities [Kursinski58

et al., 1997]. In this work only the spatial coverage of the atmosphere by the GPS signal59

paths is considered. The small deviations of the real curved path from a straight line, i.60

e. the ray bending, can be neglected as only the geometric aspects are discussed.61

Each single path delay provides only one integral value which corresponds to the re-62

fractivity distribution along the ray path from the GPS satellite to the GPS station. To63

obtain a spatially resolved refractivity field a large number of path delays which cover64

large parts of the atmosphere from a wide angular range must be combined. Such a task65
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where the internal state of a system has to be reconstructed from external observations66

defines an inverse problem. Inverse problems are very often under determined and ill-67

posed. The solution, if any exists, may not be unique and may not be stable, i. e. very68

small variations in the observations may lead to an entirely different reconstructed state.69

The solution of such problems is usually referred to as tomography. A large number of70

tomographic techniques exists for different applications [Kak and Slaney , 1999; Natterer ,71

2001]. The GPS tomography has to deal with the special geometry given by a small num-72

ber of GPS satellites in their orbits and, compared with the volume of the troposphere, a73

rather small number of GPS ground stations. The currently available GPS networks have74

not been designed for meteorological applications and cannot provide a complete data set75

for tomographic reconstructions, as e. g. tomographs developed for medical applications76

or nondestructive material tests.77

The GPS tomography has always to solve an ill-posed inverse problem with incomplete78

input data. The incompleteness describes the fact that usually not the whole volume, i.79

e. the troposphere, is covered by a sufficient number of slant paths from a wide angular80

range. Reconstruction techniques rely therefore on additional data or model constraints81

to fill these gaps and to obtain a complete 3D field. The reconstruction shows in this82

case not only the information from the GPS data but also features of the tomographic83

technique and the extra information and constraints used. The spatial distribution and84

especially the vertical profiles may –at least in some regions– be an “artefact” of the85

specific reconstruction technique. Therefore, it is important to investigate the information86

provided by a given data set of slant delays prior to the reconstruction and to evaluate87

the results of the tomography accordingly.88
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The characteristics of the slant data derived from the German GPS stations in March89

2006 were investigated in this work regarding future tomographic reconstructions. An90

attempt was made to select some features of the GPS slant data which are of high rele-91

vance for the spatial reconstruction of the humidity field and to quantify the information92

contained in the data, continuing a preceding study which was based on simulated slant93

data [Bender and Raabe, 2007]. Some of the basic properties are the number of slant94

data available at a certain time and the spatial distribution of the slant paths in the95

troposphere, especially their frequency distribution with respect to the azimuth and the96

elevation. These results give a first impression of the spatial coverage. The information97

is estimated by investigating the temporal and spatial distribution of intersection points98

between different slant paths. The existence of intersections in a certain region is a nec-99

essary condition to localise the information and their distribution represents the available100

information in a much more realistic way than the density of slant paths. This study is101

mainly based on the geometrical properties of the slant paths, i. e. a set of straight lines102

and their intersections. The slant delay, i. e. the path delay due to the wet atmosphere,103

has so far not been considered. All data presented here were observed in the first three104

days of March 2006.105

2. Characteristics of the slant data

The GPS data were analysed in near real-time (NRT) by the GFZ processing centre106

using the GFZ EPOS software [Gendt et al., 1999a], which is based on a least squares107

adjustment of undifferenced phase measurements and is also applied by the International108

GNSS Service (IGS) Analysis Centre at the GFZ [Gendt et al., 1999a, b]. The analysis109

uses hourly GPS data sampled with 30 seconds temporal resolution. Due to the steadily110
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increasing number of sites an analysis strategy was developed based on the ”Precise Point111

Positioning” (PPP) method [Zumberge et al., 1997] with processing of each site separately.112

This approach allows the parallel processing of the data on different processors and/or113

computers to guarantee in-time data processing under varying conditions.114

There are several GPS network providers which operate GPS stations in Germany. The115

most dense networks belong to the German satellite positioning service (SAPOS) and the116

Federal Agency for Cartography and Geodesy (BKG), which operate in total more than117

260 stations. Additional GPS observations can be obtained from international providers118

like IGS and the IAG Reference Frame Sub-Commission for Europe (EUREF) and some119

stations are operated by the GFZ itself. Although some stations are used jointly by several120

services the total number of German GPS stations exceeds 300. The GFZ collects most of121

these data operationally and makes efforts to integrate them into its NRT processing. In122

this work only the ∼ 135 stations are considered which were part of the NRT processing123

in March 2006.124

The NRT GPS data processing results in tropospherical products which are available125

from GFZ and are especially relevant for meteorological applications, i.e. the integrated126

water vapour (IWV) and the STD. The IWV is based on all data sampled by a given sta-127

tion in a given period. All these data are combined to obtain the most reliable zenith total128

delay (ZTD). The ZTD is closely related to the IWV and the precipitable water vapour129

above the GPS station [Bevis et al., 1994; Dick et al., 2001]. The STDs are processed in130

the following way. Each STD represents a different view through the atmosphere, i. e. the131

ray path from a GPS satellite to the GPS receiver. The individual GPS observations are132

processed separately and the path delay is determined from only one GPS observation.133
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This results in a large number of STD values as each station provides as many STDs at134

a given time as GPS satellites are visible.135

Currently, GFZ analyses the IWV data with a temporal resolution of 15 minutes136

and STD data with a resolution of 2.5 minutes. Every station provides one IWV137

quantity and approx. 48 STD values within a period of 15 minutes (see www.gfz-138

potsdam.de/pb1/GASP/index GASP.html). In March 2006 the data from 135 stations in139

Germany and neighboured countries where processed operationally by the GFZ (Figure140

1). The IWV data provided by this network give a good representation of the total amount141

of water vapour and its horizontal distribution above Germany. The vertical humidity142

profiles cannot be obtained from the IWV but it is possible to obtain spatially resolved143

humidity fields from the STD data.144

The station data are operationally collected at the GFZ and should be available every145

hour with a delay of 10 – 15 minutes. In reality, the data can be delayed or lost for several146

reasons, e. g. hardware failures or network problems. How many data are available for a147

given application depends on the specific requirements. In real-time applications delayed148

data cannot be used while user of post-processed data will get the maximum quantity. The149

network availability is therefore a key factor which has to be considered for tomographic150

applications running in near real-time mode. In this work post-processed data were used.151

96.8 % of the data were available for the 3 days regarded in this work where some stations152

had data gaps on the third day (92.9 %) but almost no failures on the first (98.7 %) and153

second (98.8 %) day. This explains the slightly decreasing number of slants on the third154

day shown in Figure 2.155
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The GPS stations in Germany are rather inhomogeneously distributed with distances156

between neighboured receivers varying between ∼ 7 km and ∼ 85 km. On average the157

closest station is 37 km afar, at least 3 stations can be found within a radius of 59 km and158

6 stations within 82 km. The entire network provides approx. 800,000 slant delays per159

day. The number of observations available within a period of 15 minutes (Figure 2) varies160

between ∼ 4400 and ∼ 8150 with a mean value of ∼ 6200. Regarding tomographic appli-161

cations a large number of slant paths propagating through many horizontally neighboured162

grid cells would be desirable to get a good vertical resolution. This number depends on163

the slant paths’ elevation and the grid spacing as well (Figure 3). The grid used for the164

tomographic reconstructions based on the German GPS stations might have a horizontal165

resolution of 50 km to 60 km. The fraction of slant paths propagating through more166

than one vertical column of the grid can be estimated from geometric considerations if167

a random distribution of stations inside the grid is assumed. Approximately 2/3 of the168

slants within a 60 km grid would reach a neighboured cell and an elevation ε ≥ 46◦ would169

be required (see Figures 2 and 4, a). However, only a much smaller fraction of the slant170

paths with elevations below ∼ 15◦ covers a large distance within the lower part of the171

atmosphere and would provide information about the most important part of the water172

vapour distribution. As can be seen in Figure 2 the available slant paths with ε ≤ 46◦173

show variations between ∼ 2000 and ∼ 6000 observations. Fast fluctuations of more than174

50 % are possible within less than one hour.175

The distribution of elevation angles within 3 days in March 2006 is given in Figure 4, a),176

c). The 2D histogram shows the temporal variation of this distribution with a resolution177

of 15 minutes and 2◦. The accumulated data from 1,770,747 observations result in the178
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1D histogram shown above. This distribution has some characteristics which are almost179

ideal for tomographic applications. The maximum is close to the elevation cut-off angle180

εmin = 7◦ providing maximum information in the atmospheric boundary layer, i. e. the181

lowest part of the troposphere up to ∼ 1 km which contains the highest concentration182

of water vapour. The decreasing number of slant paths with higher elevations has little183

effect on tomographic applications as each “flat” slant path intersects with a large number184

of “vertical” slant paths. The total number of intersections depends therefore mainly on185

the “flat” slant paths.186

The distribution of elevations within a given period depends strongly on the satellite187

constellation and the period within the slant data can be accumulated. The shape of the188

distribution changes significantly if only a short period is regarded, e. g. 15 minutes as in189

Figure 4, c). There are periods with a large number of “flat” slant paths but also periods190

where almost no observations with low elevations are available.191

The temporal distribution of the azimuth angles and the corresponding accumulated192

distribution are given in Figure 4, b), d). The distribution shows some preferred directions193

of the slant paths’ azimuth. Slants pointing South, in North Eastern or North Western194

direction occur with a higher probability. The temporal variation of this distribution is195

not as pronounced as for the elevation. Three peaks can clearly be identified for all times196

only their position varies slightly with time (Figure 4, d). This feature leads, together with197

the nearly random distribution of GPS stations, to highly variable temporal distributions198

of intersection points.199

Furthermore, the azimuth and the elevation of the slants is highly correlated (Figure 4,200

e), Figure 5). Slants with low elevations observed in Germany (latitude 47◦ . . . 55◦) point201
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mainly in the North Eastern and the North Western direction. As discussed in the the202

next section it would be desirable to have as many intersections with slants of neighboured203

stations as possible. This could most easily be achieved if neighboured stations were placed204

in a direction where a large number of slants with low elevations could be expected. An205

increasing number of observations in the lower part of the troposphere would follow. In206

this case, slants with an elevation of 7◦ could intersect with an almost vertical slant path207

from a neighboured station 30 km away at an altitude of ∼ 4 km [Bender and Raabe,208

2007]. The slant paths pointing South show no preferred elevation. The distributions209

shown in Figure 4, b), d), e) depend significantly on the latitude of the observation point.210

The azimuth distribution is almost flat at high latitudes (ϕ > 80◦) or shows four peaks211

at approximately ϕ = 30◦, 150◦, 210◦, 330◦ near the equator.212

These features follow directly from the shape of the satellite orbits as observed in the213

local horizon system [Santerre, 1991]. Considering northern latitudes between 47◦ and 55◦214

the satellites rising or setting in the North appear in a rather limited region of azimuth215

angles (Figure 5). As a consequence satellites with low elevation angles accumulate in216

these regions. The azimuth and elevation angles of satellites rising or setting in the South217

are much more evenly distributed.218

3. Preconditions to GPS water vapour tomography

The GPS water vapour tomography makes use of the humidity information contained219

in the slant delay data and reconstructs the spatial distribution of the humidity in the220

troposphere from a large number of slant delays [Flores et al., 2001; Troller et al., 2006a].221

The quality of the reconstructed fields depends strongly on the information provided by a222

given slant data set. It can be expected from the results of the previous section that the223
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information changes significantly with time. Therefore, criteria are required to quantify224

the information content of the slant data. One possibility is to investigate the distribution225

of intersection points between different slants [Bender and Raabe, 2007]. The slant delay226

is a quantity which is integrated along the slant path. Regarding only one slant path it227

is not possible to subdivide this quantity along its path. A large number of intersecting228

slants which cover a wide angular range is required to locate the information. Because of229

the significance of these intersection points one can regard the density of the intersection230

points as an estimation of the information density provided by a given data set.231

To use the present information in an optimal way it is necessary to adjust the parameters232

of the tomographic reconstruction to the available data. The most important parameters233

are the period within the slant data are accumulated and the spatial resolution of the234

chosen tomography grid.235

3.1. GPS tomography

The spatio-temporal information contained in a given data set is obviously indepen-236

dent from the reconstruction technique used to recover that information. This work is237

an attempt to quantify the information content without any reference to a specific tech-238

nique. However, the problems appearing during the tomographic reconstruction process239

are mentioned several times and a short description of the tomographic technique used is240

given.241

The basic inversion problem appearing in GPS tomography [Flores et al., 2001; Troller242

et al., 2006b; Kunitsyn and Tereshchenko, 2003] can be described by243

Ax = m , (2)
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where m is the vector of observations, i. e. the slant delays, x is the unknown state244

vector representing the refractivity of the atmosphere and A is the kernel matrix. A is a245

large sparse matrix defined by the spatial grid used to discretise the atmosphere and the246

start and end points of the ray paths. The matrix elements aij are given by the subsection247

of the ith ray path inside the jth grid cell. As each ray path propagates only through a248

limited number of cells of a large 3D grid most of the aij are zero. A wealth of techniques249

[Kak and Slaney , 1999; Natterer , 2001] has been developed to solve such problems but only250

computational efficient algorithms can be applied to the GPS tomography. Depending on251

the spatial resolution the state vector x has a dimension of ∼ 2500 . . . ∼ 12000 and the252

number of observations is in the range of ∼ 5000 to ∼ 30000 for reconstruction periods253

between 15 and 60 minutes.254

The family of algebraic reconstruction techniques (ART) [Subbarao et al., 1997; Kunitsyn255

and Tereshchenko, 2003] provides fast algorithms which lead to stable results. These256

iterative techniques process the matrix A row by row and no matrix inversion is required.257

The multiplicative algebraic reconstruction technique (MART) was chosen because it leads258

to the most reliable results with the smallest number of iterations [Stolle et al., 2006]:259

xk+1

j = xk
j ·





mi
〈

A
i, xk

〉





λAi
j

√

〈

A
i
,A

i
〉

with j = 1, . . . , N . (3)

The subscript j denotes the grid cell, i the observation and k the iteration step, the260

vector A
i is the ith row of the matrix A containing the path length of the ith ray path261

in all N grid cells. λ is the relaxation parameter.262
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The tomographic reconstruction starts with an initial field x
0 of the atmospheric refrac-263

tivity. This field is taken from an analysis of a numerical weather model (COSMO-EU)264

which should be rather close to the real state. The start field is refined by the MART algo-265

rithm until the difference δ between the back projection m
k = Ax

k and the observations266

m
0

267

δ =
1

I

I
∑

i=1

(

mk
i − m0

i

)

(4)

becomes minimal which is usually the case after 50 . . . 200 iterations. A relaxation268

parameter λ = 0.2 was chosen. The quality of the reconstructed field x
k depends on the269

quality of the initial field and the data.270

3.2. Total number of intersection points

The computation of intersection points in three dimensions requires the specification of271

some minimum distances between a pair of slants. Two slants do hardly ever intersect272

geometrically in three dimensions, i.e. have a common point. But it is always possible to273

compute the minimum distance between any pair of slants. Two slants can be regarded274

as “intersecting” if the minimum distance is below some threshold value. The number275

of intersection points depends therefore considerably on the chosen threshold value. The276

thresholds were chosen in analogy to the grid spacing, e. g. 50 km horizontally and 1 km277

vertically as in Figure 6, b). The upmost level is given by the tropopause which defines the278

upper limit of the troposphere at a height of ∼ 12 km. As virtually all atmospheric water279

vapour is contained in the troposphere altitudes above 12 km are usually not regarded by280

the GPS water vapour tomography.281
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The total number of intersection points depends also on the temporal resolution i. e.282

the duration of the selected observation period which will result in one single tomographic283

reconstruction. The temporal variation is due to the varying number of available slants284

and the satellite constellation.285

The geometry of the reconstruction area requires a rather asymmetric grid with a hor-286

izontal spacing of ∼ 50 km and a vertical spacing of ∼ 1 km. Most of the slant paths287

with a horizontal distance below 50 km will in this case be rejected because their vertical288

spacing is larger than 1 km. Variations of ±20 km in the horizontal spacing have under289

these conditions little effect on the number of intersection points. In contrast, the vertical290

spacing can change the available intersection points by a factor of two or three. Figure 6,291

a), shows the time series of all intersection points computed for a vertical grid spacing of292

1, 2 and 3.5 km and a horizontal spacing of 50 km. The available intersections increase293

rapidly with the vertical spacing but as most of the water vapour is located in the lower294

troposphere, resolutions below ∼ 2 km become meaningless.295

A similar effect can be obtained by enlarging the sampling period (Figure 6, b). The296

number of intersection points increases exponentially with the number of available slants,297

e. g., on average from ∼ 250000 (60 minutes) to ∼ 975, 000 (120 minutes) and ∼ 2, 125, 000298

(180 minutes). This increases the spatial resolution at the expense of the temporal resolu-299

tion. It depends on the application which temporal resolution is required. The sampling300

period must in any case be chosen sufficiently short so that most of the air remains in the301

same grid cell. Due to advection the air moves through the grid and it depends on the302

wind speed how long the atmosphere might be regarded as stationary.303
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Tomographic applications require not only a large number of intersection points but also304

a rather homogeneous spatial distribution which guarantees a minimum of information305

in each cell. The total number of “empty” cells with no intersection points at all is306

therefore a critical parameter. While the surface layer could be filled with meteorological307

observations and the topmost layer might be preset to some reasonable small value there308

is little information which can be used to fill gaps inside the reconstruction volume. The309

number of empty cells should therefore not exceed the number of boundary cells of the310

tomography grid. As can be seen in Figure 7 the number of “empty” cells is well above311

50 %. This number cannot significantly be reduced even if one goes down to rather poor312

spatial and temporal resolutions.313

3.3. Distribution of intersection points

A large fraction of the atmospheric water vapour is located in the boundary layer. It314

is therefore essential to reconstruct the lower part of the troposphere reliably. One pre-315

condition is the existence of intersection points in this region. Unfortunately, the vertical316

distribution of intersection points has its minimum in the lower troposphere (Figure 8).317

The shape of the distribution doesn’t change significantly with time or with the spatial318

resolution used to compute the intersection points. The number of intersection points319

below 2000 m remains very small even if a low spatial resolution is chosen and data from320

a rather long period are collected. However, the total number of intersections changes321

significantly as could be expected from Figure 6. Most of the vertical distributions (71 %)322

fall within the grayed region of Figure 8 but the information obtained in the “best” and323

the “worst” case (see Figure 8, 2 March 2006, 6:00 UTC and 3 March 2006, 15:00 UTC)324

differs notably and will lead to a varying quality of the reconstructed humidity fields. In325
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these three days 17 % of the distributions were rather flat with a low number of inter-326

section points which do not significantly increase at higher altitudes. 12 % show a high327

number of intersections which outnumber the average distribution even at low altitudes.328

For certain satellite constellations there appears a peak near the surface layer ≤ 500 m329

in Figure 8. This peak is due to the rather dense cluster of GPS stations around Berlin330

(52◦ 31′ N, 13◦ 25′ E, Figure 1, Figure 10 b), d)). This leads occasionally to a large number331

of intersections in the lowest layer but usually (grayed region in Figure 8) there are only332

very few intersections below 1000 m. These peaks form a rather high concentration of333

intersections within several grid cells. Such a distribution does not provide any vertical334

information but may destabilise the reconstruction process. However, the high density335

of intersection points near such a cluster of stations indicates that a dense GPS network336

would provide valuable information about the boundary layer if its horizontal extension337

would be sufficiently large.338

A reliable tomographic reconstruction would not only require a large number of inter-339

secting slants but also slants from a wide angular range. As can be seen in Figure 9 most340

slants show crossing angles between 30◦ and 150◦, i. e. are far from being parallel or341

antiparallel. The distributions shown in Figure 9 are typical: There is a large number342

of cases with a normal distribution (5:00 UTC) or a rather flat distribution (8:00 UTC).343

Some constellations lead to pronounced maxima at certain angles (2:00 UTC) which are344

usually not far from 90◦. Another typical feature is the asymmetry which leads to an345

increased number of crossing angles between ∼ 120◦ and ∼ 160◦ indicating slant paths346

from opposite directions which intersect at rather low elevations. Altogether, it can be347
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expected that slants from a wide angular range intersect in most parts of the grid which348

are covered by slants.349

One of the most important features of a slant data set is the spatial distribution of350

the slant paths and their intersection points. It is obvious that no information can be351

obtained in regions with no slant data at all. But a large density of slants without an352

adequate number of intersections will also not provide reliable information. One way to353

estimate the quality of a reconstructed field is therefore to compute the number of slants354

and their intersections per grid cell using the same grid as the reconstruction. These 3D355

fields give a good impression of the spatial coverage. Figure 10 shows the horizontal (top)356

and vertical (bottom) projection of the slants per gid cell (left) and the intersections per357

grid cell (right) computed for a 40 km grid, i. e. a horizontal grid spacing of 40 km and a358

vertical spacing of 500 m. The horizontal projection shows the sum of all data within each359

vertical column from the ground level up to 12 km, the vertical projection gives the sum360

of all voxels in E-W-direction. The inhomogeneous horizontal distribution of slant paths361

(Figure 10 a) leads to the formation of clusters with a rather high density of slants per362

voxel surrounded by sparsely populated regions. The intersections per voxel (Figure 10 b)363

are even more clustered. The intersection points of a given slant path with its neighbours364

are consequently not homogeneously distributed along the whole path but concentrated365

in several limited sections.366

There are also significant differences in the vertical profiles of the slant paths and their367

intersection points. The density of slants (Figure 10 c) shows maximum values in the368

boundary layer which become slightly diluted at higher altitudes. In contrast, there are369

little intersection points near the surface layer (below 2000 m – 3000 m in Figure 10 d) but370
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an increasing density at higher altitudes above ∼ 4000 m. One could expect that most371

slant paths proceed almost vertically through the atmosphere as the GPS satellites are372

high above Earth’s surface. But this is not true. Figure 4, a), shows that the probability for373

finding a satellite less than 40◦ above the horizon is much higher than finding it above this374

elevation. This becomes obvious if one looks at the satellite orbit from the local horizon375

system of the GPS station where each GPS satellite rises and sets twice a day (see Figure376

5). According to Figure 4, a), there is a large number of slant paths which propagate large377

distances through the lower part of the troposphere. Therefore, the information is present378

but it is not possible to make use of it as there are not enough stations nearby which would379

provide additional intersecting ray paths. Slant paths with an elevation above 10◦ cover380

only a horizontal distance up to 50 km before they leave the troposphere at an altitude381

of ∼ 10 km. To reveal the information about the vertical structure of the troposphere382

there must be a neighboured station within ∼ 30 km. Furthermore, the reconstruction383

must use a grid with a horizontal spacing well below 50 km. The situation improves at384

higher altitudes where slants from distant stations result in more intersections and cover385

an increasing angular range.386

The currently available GPS network provides a highly inhomogeneous distribution of387

the slants and the intersection points as well. Only sparse data are available in northern388

and south eastern Germany. Even some central parts of Germany are not covered very389

well. The latter would require a more dense GPS network in Germany with inter-station390

distances between 20 km and 30 km. The situation at the boundaries could considerably391

be enhanced by making use of GPS slant data from neighboured countries. There are392

dense GPS networks in central Europe which already provide a combined data set of393
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IWV data (Elgered et al. [2004], E-GVAP, http://egvap.dmi.dk) and a comparable set of394

slant data should be available in near future.395

The inhomogenic distribution may lead to severe problems during the tomographic396

reconstruction. Regarding a single slant path there are only few intersections with other397

slant paths which can be used to distribute the integral value along the ray path. If there398

is a large number of intersections in a very limited region some reconstruction techniques399

tend to concentrate a large fraction of the integral value in this region. The reconstruction400

may become divergent and result in some “hot spots” in an almost empty grid. Using the401

reconstruction technique described in section 3.1 the high density of intersection points402

near Berlin lead to severe artefacts in the reconstructed field. A more homogeneous403

network would be required which results in a smooth vertical distribution of intersection404

points.405

It must be pointed out that only the GPS data are regarded in this work. A real to-406

mographic reconstruction algorithm would make use of meteorological observations and407

model constraints which reduce the degrees of freedom drastically. Meteorological obser-408

vations and possibly data from numerical weather models can be used to define a realistic409

initial field for the reconstruction and provide additional information which are used dur-410

ing the reconstruction procedure and which stabilise this process. Reliable tomographic411

results were obtained based on GPS networks with a receiver density comparable to the412

German network [Troller et al., 2006a, b].413

Nevertheless, the considerations made in this work are important to estimate the in-414

formation provided by the GPS data and to separate it from the information introduced415

by other meteorological observations or model constraints. Especially the initial vertical416
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profiles depend strongly on the surface data and possibly on models describing the ver-417

tical structure of the troposphere which are used as constraint by the reconstruction. It418

must be carefully checked if the reconstructed profiles are really obtained from the GPS419

observations or if they are an “artefact” of the model constraints or initialisation.420

4. Conclusion

The temporal and spatial distribution of GPS slant observations available within three421

days in March 2006 was investigated with respect to a tomographic reconstruction of422

the humidity field above Germany. The GPS observations were used to quantify the423

information which can be expected in a certain region at a certain time. This was done424

from a geometric point of view considering only the slant paths through the atmosphere425

and their intersections but without regarding the path delays and their uncertainties. At426

the current configuration level of the GPS networks is the spatial covering fairly incomplete427

and it is initially necessary to identify the regions where input from the GPS slant data428

can be expected. Validating the quality of the GPS data is subject to further work.429

Temporal variations: The number of visible GPS satellites and their positions in430

the local horizon system of a GPS station show strong temporal variations. Consequently,431

the number of slant data available in a given period varies by a factor of about two. The432

variations become even more pronounced if slant paths with low elevations within smaller433

periods are considered. The data of consecutive periods may in such cases change by more434

than a factor of five. The number of intersection points and so the information fluctuates435

more significantly by nearly one order of magnitude. This is also true for the spatial436

distribution. Regions covered very well in one period may receive little GPS input in the437

next period. The quality of the humidity fields reconstructed from these data will therefore438
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be widely different. High quality reconstructions may be followed by a situation which439

allows no reconstruction at all. This behaviour must be kept in mind if an operational440

3D water vapour monitoring system is planned.441

Spatial variations: Equally important as the temporal variation is the spatial varia-442

tion within a given distribution at a certain time. This distribution and with it the spatial443

coverage of the atmosphere depends to a large extent on the receiver arrangement of the444

GPS networks. The networks are not designed for atmosphere sounding applications and445

optimal results can therefore not be expected. The density of slant paths shows a very446

inhomogeneous horizontal distribution. Most parts of Germany are covered fairly well447

by GPS observations with some limited regions which are crossed by a large number of448

slant paths and other regions with very little data. The intersection points are even more449

clustered showing spots with a high concentration of intersections in a sparsely populated450

environment. The vertical distribution displays some characteristic features which are451

important to estimate the vertical resolution which can be obtained from the GPS slant452

data. While the density of slant paths is maximal near the ground and decreases with453

height the density of intersections behaves contrarily. There are little intersections in the454

boundary layer and the vertical structure cannot be reconstructed reliably in this region.455

The situation improves above ∼ 4 km where a rather high number of intersections can be456

expected.457

Spatial resolution: Another important parameter is the resolution of the grid used458

to reconstruct the humidity field. Its horizontal resolution must be adjusted to the receiver459

density of the GPS networks. If the resolution is too high a large number of grid cells460

will be crossed by very little slant paths and contain virtually no intersection points. On461
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the contrary, to take advantage of the information on the vertical resolution provided462

by the slant data is only possible if a large number of slant paths propagates to several463

horizontally neighboured grid cells. This requires a rather small grid spacing, i. e. a high464

spatial resolution. In the current situation with a horizontal grid spacing of 50 – 60 km465

about 2/3 of the observed slants can be used to enhance the vertical resolution of the466

humidity fields. As a consequence, the remaining 1/3 of the slants cannot contribute any467

information about the vertical structure of the atmosphere. A much better resolved grid468

would be required to utilise the information hidden in these slant paths.469

Complemental observations: Summarising, the currently available GPS stations470

in Germany are not sufficient to reconstruct the entire 3D water vapour field above Ger-471

many exclusively from GPS data. The inhomogeneity of the slant path distribution and472

especially the distribution of intersection points is a severe problem for the tomographic473

reconstruction. The distances between neighboured GPS stations are too large to obtain a474

sufficient number of intersection points and to locate the slant delay information reliably.475

Especially the absence of slant path intersections in the boundary layer has an adverse476

effect on the reconstruction of vertical profiles. However, it could be demonstrated in477

numerous experiments that the GPS tomography is able to provide reliable spatially re-478

solved humidity information. But this requires the utilisation of additional meteorological479

observations and some model constraints. Combining the usually available meteorological480

observations with the GPS slant data in the tomographic reconstruction helps to stabilise481

the reconstruction algorithm and leads in most cases to more reliable results. The re-482

sults obtained in this work are important to separate the information provided by the483

GPS slant data from the information contributed by the meteorological observations. As484
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stated above, there will always be some regions or some periods where little GPS data485

are available and where the field obtained from the meteorological observations remains486

virtually unchanged. It is therefore important to identify such regions or periods before487

the impact of the GPS data is validated.488

Outlook: The situation in March 2006 with only 135 GPS processed stations in Ger-489

many is not an optimal constellation for the GPS tomography. But the GPS observations490

have some very promising features which show the great potential of this technique. One491

of the most severe problems of the GPS tomography is the reconstruction of the boundary492

layer. This requires a large number of slant paths with low elevations propagating through493

large parts of the lower atmosphere. These slant data are already available. The maximum494

of the distribution is located at very low elevations near ε = 11◦, 44.5 % of the observed495

slant paths have elevations below 30◦. These data carry considerable information about496

the boundary layer but to get at this information additional slant observations would497

be required which constitute a sufficient number of intersections. In parallel, the grid498

must be refined to locate the information in different cells. To meet these requirements499

additional stations must be installed. The strong anisotropy of the azimuth distribution500

could be used to optimise existing networks for meteorological applications. To make best501

use of additional stations they could be placed in such a way that each station is located502

within the North East or North West of another station. Most slants with low elevation503

angles are concentrated in these directions and information about the lower part of the504

troposphere could most easily be obtained, if the neighbouring stations where placed in505

these directions.506
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The efforts to optimise the ground receiver networks will in the next years be supported507

by the extension of the Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS). After the European508

Galileo system is operational and the Russian Glonass is renewed about 90 GNSS satel-509

lites will be available, 20 to 30 of them visible at any time. This will triple the GPS510

observations available today and the number of intersection points will approximately in-511

crease according to a square law. Future GNSS based atmosphere sounding systems will512

achieve temporal and spatial resolutions which are far beyond the situation described in513

this work.514
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Figure 1. Map of the 135 GPS ground stations available in March 2006. The data from several

network providers, e. g. SAPOS, IGS, BKG, GFZ, are collected at the GFZ and processed in

near real-time.
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Figure 4. Elevations ε (a, c) and azimuth (b, d) of the slants collected within 3 days.

The temporal variation of the elevation (histogram c) is given with a resolution of 2◦ in ε and

15 minutes. The histogram on top (a) shows the accumulated distribution of the 3 days. The

temporal variation of the azimuth distribution (d) is given with a resolution of 4◦ and 15 minutes.

The azimuth distribution on top (b) was accumulated over 3 days. The correlation of slant path

elevation with the azimuth direction is given in (e). The colour code indicates the number of

entries within each histogram bin.
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Caption Figure 4:597

598

Elevations ε (a, c) and azimuth (b, d) of the slants collected within 3 days. The temporal599

variation of the elevation (histogram c) is given with a resolution of 2◦ in ε and 15 minutes. The600

histogram on top (a) shows the accumulated distribution of the 3 days. The temporal variation601

of the azimuth distribution (d) is given with a resolution of 4◦ and 15 minutes. The azimuth602

distribution on top (b) was accumulated over 3 days. The correlation of slant path elevation with603

the azimuth direction is given in (e). The colour code indicates the number of entries within604

each histogram bin.605
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Figure 5. Tracks of the GPS satellites in the local horizon system of the GPS stations. These

tracks depend considerably on the latitude of the GPS stations. All stations regarded here are

located between northern latitudes of 45◦ and 55◦. The elevation cut-off angle was 7◦.
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Figure 6. Total number of intersection points between the slant paths: Variation of the vertical

distance (left) and different sampling periods (right). The horizontal resolution is 50 km in both

cases. A period of 1 hour was chosen in the left graph and a vertical resolution of 1 km in the

right one.
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Figure 7. Percentage of empty grid cells: The intersection points were computed using 50 km

horizontal spacing and 1 km vertical spacing. Slants from periods varying from 60 minutes to

120 and 180 minutes were used.
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distribution is shown. Most of the distributions (71 %) fall within the scope of the grayed region,

12 % are better, 17 % are worse.
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Figure 9. Crossing angle between the intersecting slant paths. The number of intersections

within a 4◦ interval is given.
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Figure 10. Horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) distribution of the slant paths (left) and the

intersection points (right). The horizontal projection of the intersections per voxel (b) shows a

much more clustered structure than the slant paths per voxel (a). A large number of slant paths

can be found in the lower troposphere (c) but only few intersections as given by the vertical

projection along the N-S axis (d). Nslant and Ncross are the total numbers of entries within a

vertical column of the grid in case of the horizontal projection and within a E-W-column in case

of the vertical projection.
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